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SM Entertainment (hereinafter referred to as “SM”) is currently faced with a significant change.

SM announced 'SM 3.0', the future strategy starting with the Multi Production Center/ Label System on Feb. 3rd, promising to take a leap to a 

new SM for all shareholders, not a specific shareholder. SM is committed to the following three proposals to enhance shareholder value:

A message to shareholders

✓ Achieve share price KRW 360,000 by '25 through the implementation of SM 3.0

(perform "Full Corporate Responsibility" by linking +50% of executive compensation to the target share price)

✓ Realize shareholder return of max. KRW 500B over the next 3 years through advanced capital allocation and 

shareholder return policies

✓ Establish a transparent and sound governance and a board with verified capabilities required for SM’s growth

As SM is preparing for a new future, HYBE is continuously attempting a hostile M&A with Soo-Man Lee, the former largest shareholder, 

raising concern regarding SM's enterprise values. HYBE's hostile takeover can cause the following shareholder damage risks.

For SM to win against HYBE's hostile takeover attempt and to enhance the value of SM shareholders, We sincerely ask you to exercise your 

voting rights at the upcoming shareholders' meeting.

Thank you.

✓ Growth slowdown due to unclear vision and target regarding SM acquisition

✓ SM's core competitiveness reduction due to opposition from employee/executive and key personnel departure

✓ SM's main business downsize due to regulations against monopoly

✓ Conflict of interest between large shareholder-centric governance that puts HYBE’s interests 

before SM shareholder value
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Risk of Damage on SM Shareholder Value Should HYBE’s Agendas 
Pass

HYBE considers SM as 

one of its labels

Low incentive to raise 

‘SM value’ compared 

to the labels 100% 

owned

Evidenced by lack of 

clear growth plan

Lack of clear growth 

plan for SM

The majority of SM 

executives and 

employees oppose the 

acquisition by HYBE

If key personnel leave 

following the 

acquisition, SM's 

competitiveness will 

inevitably deteriorate

Potential backlash 

and attrition of SM’s 

key personnel

Monopoly risk 

inevitable for 

HYBE and SM merger

SM business may be 

downsized to comply 

with KFTC conditions

E.g. If labels/IPs 

divestiture needed, SM 

IPs are highly likely to be 

sold

Future value 

damaged by 

monopoly regulation

Board members from 

HYBE inevitably holds 

conflict of interest 

between HYBE-SM 

values

HYBE management has 

an obligation to do its 

best to maximize profits 

of HYBE and HYBE

shareholders

Conflict of interest of 

board members from 

HYBE

History of damaging 

shareholder value of 

HYBE nominees

Refer to page 21

for details

Refer to page 22

for details

Refer to pages 

23, 25 for details

Refer to pages 

24, 25 for details

Refer to page 

27, 28 for details

Nominees Jae-Sang 

Lee and Jin-Hwa Lee 

involved in BigHit's

split-off that could 

threaten the 

shareholder value

Nominees Jin-Soo 

Jeong, Byeong-Moo 

Park, Kyu-Dam Choi 

caused a decline in 

shareholder value 

through mutual share 

exchange at NCSOFT
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1. Highlights of SM 3.0 Investments



Target share price of KRW 360K by '25 through SM 3.0

(Consolidated-based P&L, Unit: KRW)

’24E

340B

30B
200B

850B

’22

510B
390B

120B

310B
60B

630B

240B

’23E

1.4T

120B

290B

760B

470B

260B

310B

’25E

1T

1.8T
+28%

OP margin 11% 28% 28%

OP ~93.5B ~400B ~500B

27%

~270B

Target share price calculated at 

c. 25% discount from peer group 

LTM P/EBIT average4

Excluding impact of shareholder return, 

which is the largest in the industry

(Upward potential in target share price)

'25

target share price

KRW 

360K

Investment impact3

Global expansion

Derivative IP biz2

Primary IP biz1

Based on 

separate 

P&L

6
1. Album/ Digital music/ Concert/ Management; 2. MD/ IP license/ Video content/ Fan platform; 3. Sale effect of non-core subsidiaries among existing 

consolidated subsidiaries is reflected as per the SM 3.0 investment strategy; 4. About 25.0x, average of JYP and HYBE



Leap to a global entertainment company focused on fans & shareholders

2023~

[IP Strategy] Multi 'Production Center/ Label' System1

[Business Strategy] IP Monetization (Music Streaming, IP license, etc.)2

[Global strategy] Global Expansion (Japan, US, South-East Asia, etc.)3

[Investment strategy] Global Music Publishing, Label Acquisitions, Fandom 

Business, Investment in Metaverse, etc.
4

SM 3.0, the Future: 4 Key Growth Strategies

SM 3.0

7



Executive Producer

...

Sole Executive 
Producer System

Multi Production Center Multi Label

Common Production area (Casting / Training / A&R HQ)

A&R

Management

M/V

Artwork

Pr/Marketing

A&R

Mgmt.

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.

Center 1

A&R

Mgmt.

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.

Center 2

A&R

Mgmt.

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.

Center 3

A&R

Mgmt.

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.

Center 4

A&R

Mgmt.

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.

Center 5

Virtual 

artist

IP 

Production 

Center 

(Avatar, etc.) Support Independence 

of mature IP

Expand K-pop coverage

Supply high-quality music

Music Publishing-specialized subsidiary
(Subsidiary 100% owned by SME)

Accumulate assets

& Enhance capability

Multi ‘Production Center/ Label’ System

Transfer IPs according to IP life-stage change

1 2

3

Lay the groundwork for additional growth 
through Multi Production Center/ Label System

1

Global

Music sourcing

A&R

(Mgmt.)

M/V

Artwork

...

Pr/Mrt.
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Outside music 
publishing company
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Label



25%

16%

42%

46%

510B

45%

14%21%

27%

6%

40%

’22 ’23E

27%

18%

15%

’24E

28%

16%

630B

13%

’25E

390B

760B

More than 2 new artists’ debut every year

- Plan new artist IPs through IP Committee in the Multi Production 

Center & Manage as a company-wide biz plan

80

21+15

400+

14M 27M+

31 40+

Target revenue of 

primary IP business

Key revenue growth drivers and rationale

+26%

Expand primary IP business
based on the Multi Production Center

Album

Digital music

Concert

Mgmt.

1. Based on the no. of IPs of active artists releasing albums/digital music; 2. No. of online/offline concerts and fan meetings;

3. Estimated based on annual album sales after the debuts of NCT and WayV for new male artists and after Aespa for female artists

Achieve IP release delay rate less than 5% (previously 25%)

- Expand number of album releases by eliminating delay 

issues under the sole exec. producer system

Expand avg. album sales by adding more new artists

- Give independence to mature IPs with low album sales 

- New artist album sales estimated based on past sales3

'22 '25 Rationale for target achievement

End of COVID-19 & internalized concert planning function

- Reflect normalized concerts that were reduced by COVID

- Target 20+ concerts per artist/yr. with internalized planning

60% 70%
Become No. 1 in the industry w/ diverse music genres

- Secure the diversity of music genres through the Multi Production 

Center/ Label System & Achieve industry 

leading position in terms of digital music

9

2

Number of 
artist IPs1

Number of 
album 

releases

Album 
sales 

volume

Number of 
concerts2

Ratio of 
digital 
music 

to album



Expand high-profit secondary IP biz 
and strengthen distribution capabilities

Target revenue of

derivative IP business

31%

69%

40%

3%

60%

24%

14%

27%

29%

5%

33%

37%

26%

4%

120B

200B

340B

470B

+58%

’22 ’23E ’24E ’25E

MD

IP 
license

Fan 
platform

Video
content

Key revenue growth drivers by business area

MD

Growth driven by increased primary IP revenue & Commerce integration

- MD sales driven up by more artist IPs / album releases / number of concerts

- Additional growth through commerce integration within fan platform 

(e.g. Weverse – Weverse Shop)

IP

license

Expansion of Derivative IP lineup and business development focusing on 

characters/SMCU in collaboration with Kakao

- Achieved CAGR of 44% for '20-'22 since the launch of IP licensing organization

- Production and monetization of artists character IP owned by SM

- Monetization of SMCU through production of webtoons, webnovels, etc.

- Broader global coverage by leveraging global licensing partners

'Fan platform' integration/internalization

- Strengthen platform competitiveness by adding C2C transaction for fans

- Secure additional revenue potential through new biz models such as advertising 

or accommodating artists from other companies

Video

content1

Establishment of a video content dedicated org. and a systematic production-

distribution system

- Newly established "Video IP Business Center" with key production staff

- Diversified rev. sources (PPL, MD, etc.) and distribution channels (OTT, cinemas)

- Target to achieve industry leading position by '25 (30% of album/digital music rev.)

1. Full-fledged biz implementation scheduled after 2H '23
10

2

Fan 
platform



Aiming KRW 260B global rev. through 7 domestic Multi- Production 
Centers + 3 local production centers by '25

Generate revenue/profit in short-

term leveraging existing 

reputation/eperience

Operating local mgmt. subsidiary and 

holds multiple event planning track 

record and media network

Accelerate local production base 

creation with strategic business 

partner

Huge market with potential global 

impact; rapid entry is required to 

capture the K-pop momentum

Secure revenue focusing on 

domestic IPs/SEA members and 

prepare for the market bloom

Small market with a high growth 

potential; preparations are required

bracing for a strategic timing

Japan

Americas

SEA

A

B

C

1 prod. 

center in 

Americas

South 

America

Europe

1 Japan 

Productio

n Center

1 SEA 

productio

n center

Global production center

Entry through global bases

'25 revenue of the 
Japanese subsidiary:
KRW 200B

'25 revenue of the 
US subsidiary: 
KRW 60B

7 Multi 

Production 

Centers in 

Korea

New IP debut in the 
end of '25 in

the SEA subsidiary

- Multi Production Center (5)
- Virtual production center(1)
- Global production center (1)

A

B

C

11
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Stable supply of songs for Multi 

Production Center/ Label 

operation

Expanding sales of 

album/digital music based on 

collaboration with labels

Maximizing commerce 

transaction size and profit 

through integrated fan platform

Generating global biz sales by 

establishing regional production 

centers

Investment in technology for 

virtual artist IP and virtual 

contents production

KRW 1tn
investment

150bn

200bn

150bn

280bn

220bn

Fraction of 
Cash1

Fraction of 
future 

cash flow

Funding 
from 

strategic 
biz partner

Sales of 
non-core 

assets

Loan

1tn KRW investment to secure core capabilities related to main biz and 
create additional KRW 480bn in sales & 

KRW 80bn in operating profit (in '25 SME consolidated)

5 key investment areas and details

(~1year)

Area of 

securing 

short-term 

biz capacity 

and 

performance

(~3years)

Area of 

securing 

mid-/long-

term growth 

engine

Acquisition of music publishing company (KRW 350B)

- Establish music publishing-specialized subsidiary

- Streamline operations by building a music publishing solution

Acquisition of labels w/ synergy with SM (KRW 300B)

- Secure global network, expand genres, & improve prod. capabilities

- Invest in Korean labels with high potential for global success

Build integrated fan platform (KRW 200B)

- Launch a platform with integrated functions incl. commerce

- Generate additional value based on platform data analysis

Build global prod. centers and launch IPs (KRW 50B)

- Build-up regional casting/training centers and management infra

- Establish new subsidiary in America through JV with Kakao and 

launch a global audition

Reinforce virtual IP capabilities (KRW 100B)

- Make an investment to establish a metahuman technology JV

- Invest in VFX and AI audio for the quality of virtual artists

Revenue
Operating 

Profit

130bn 30bn

Add’tl consol. 
P&L in '25 (KRW)

90bn 20bn

260bn 30bn

N/A (0.5bn)

N/A
(biz operated 

internally in SME)

Contribution to 
SME main biz growth

1. A portion of total cash held as emergency and crisis response funds; 2. Publishing/label business results are calculated by applying the median value of 

global peers' average multiples (EV/sales, EV/EBIT) and multiples with a discount based on the special circumstances of the Korean market to the input 

amount; estimates for new IP debuts in Japan and the Americas are reflected in the global biz (excluding SEA debut scheduled in 2H '25) 12
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0.75x

1.0x 1.0x

Target 

newly 

set 

every 3 

years

“Optimal capital structure” 

minimizing capital costs

22A 23E 24E 25E 26E~

※ Capital structure can be adjusted up to 1x 

according to the management’s judgment

Invest. Invest. Required Invest.    Invest.

A B return C D

Ending 

net debt 

before 

shareholder 

return

3

=

-

= +

※ Shareholder return of min. 30% of net income

1. After adding non-cash operating expenses to OP, non-op. expenses/profits, corporate tax, capital expenditures, and net working capital changes are deducted

2. If the ending net debt is higher than the target net debt, shareholder return is not made and reassessed at the end of the next year; shareholder return of at least 30% 

of net income (“minimum shareholder return propensity”)

Advanced capital allocation & shareholder return policies considering optimal 
capital structure & required shareholder return

Target net 

debt
= x

Operating 

profit 

of the year

Target 

leverage 

multiple

0.5-1x

Ending net 

debt in 

preceding 

fiscal 

period

Free cash 

flow for the 

fiscal period1

Shareholder 

return2

Cash 

dividends

Buyback

-1.98x

1

2

3

Corporate tax reduction 

effect on debt interest 

expense

→ ROE rises when capital 

is replaced with debt 

through proper leveraging

13

Investment

criteria

Proceed with the investment 

if the expected shareholder return

is higher than 

the target required return

Shareholder return equals to the 

difference between the target vs. actual net 

debt at the end of each year

Investment policy 

based on "target required return"
Shareholder return policy

Utilize net debt 0.5-1x of 

separate operating profit 

(“Target leverage multiple”)



Net cash at 
the end of '22

(28B)

'23 Dividend 
(KRW 1,200 
per share)

282.8B

Sales of non-
core assets

(619.5B)

Investment 
(SM 3.0 + 

current 
investment) 

118.9B

Cashflow from 
operation

('23E)

Pro- forma net 
debt ('23E)

(102B)

Additional 
debt

'23E target

net debt

'23E

shareholder 

return

'23E~'25E

shareholder 

return 

combined

198.5B

KRW (47.3B)

KRW (149.3B)

KRW 102B

KRW 350B~500B

0.75x

Target
Leverage

199
B

23E
EBIT

14

SM 3.0 

investments

23E 600B

24E 250B

25E 150B

(KRW)

2023E shareholder return calculation

Total Shareholder return of KRW 350B-500B 
over the next three years is expected

Next 3 years combined

('23E – '25E) 

Target 

leverage 

multiple

(1.1T KRW)
574.6 B 
KRW

552.3 B 
KRW

0.75 ~1.00 x
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SM has completed all the preparations to achieve SM 3.0

IP strategy
Business strategy

(Monetization of

secondary IP biz)

Global strategy
Investment 

strategy

Shareholder 

return

• 5 Multi Production 

Centers in Korea as 

per SM 3.0 strategy

• Largest in the 

industry:~160 people

• Each prod. center 

composed of 

employees with long 

yrs. of service and 

expertise across A&R, 

MV, PR, and mgmt.

• SM already has a 

strong fandom, key to 

the secondary IP biz1

• Annual average 

growth of 44% since 

the start of the 

secondary IP 

monetization in '20

• Management network 

in place in the US

(Capitol Records, 

Warner Music, CAA, 

etc.)

• Cooperation in large-

scales promotion 

with key networks in 

major markets (Japan, 

USA, etc.)

• Plan to integrate 

global composer/ 

lyricist network into 

publishing subsidiary 

leveraging 20+ years 

of experience

• Negotiations  

currently underway 

with promising 

companies

• Can introduce 

policies for entire 

shareholders 

breaking away from 

the major 

shareholder-centered 

decision-making 

structure, the first 

case in the domestic 

entertainment 

industry

1. The NCT DREAM concert held for 3 days at Gocheok Sky Dome in Seoul (largest scale in Korea) in July '22 immediately sold out all tickets even amid COVID-19. The 

group holds the record for album sales of 3.61 million copies



2. SM vs HYBE Proposals



Separation of the CEO and 

the Chairman of BOD and 

convening procedure for 

BOD, and the composition 

principles of BOD

Establishment and 

organization of committees 

within the board of 

directors

17

Agenda 2-5: 

Amendment to Article 38 of 

the Articles of Incorporation

Proposal item 2-6: 

Addition of Article 38-2 of the 

Articles of Incorporation

SM has proposed agendas guaranteeing independence of the BOD; 
HYBE’s proposals imply potential loss of board independence 

The agenda is regulating that the Chairman should be 

appointed annually among Outside Directors by Board 

resolution 

The agenda is regulating that the Chairman to be appointed 

annually by a BOD resolution among non-inside directors

The agenda is regulating that Outside Director 

Recommendation Committee is composed entirely of Outside 

Directors, and other Committees (Internal Transactions 

Committee and the Compensation Committee, etc.) are 

composed only of Non-Inside Directors, but at least 2/3 should 

be Outside Directors)

The agenda is only regulating that at least 2/3 should be 

Outside Directors in all Board Committees

Ensures strong independence of the 

BOD by having the Outside Director 

recommended by the Outside Director 

Nomination Committee entirely 

comprised of Outside Directors

The possibility that other non-

executive directors may be appointed 

as the chairman of the board, raises 

concerns about damaging the 

independence of the board

As inside directors can participate in 

the Outside Director Recommendation 

Committee, they can consequently 

exercise influence over outside 

director recommendation

Proposal Description Expected impact

SM 

proposal

SM 

proposal

HYBE

proposal

HYBE

proposal

Ensures strong independence of the 

BOD by having the Outside director 

nomination committee composed 

entirely of Outside Directors



Inside 
Director

Chul Hyuk 
Jang

Ji Won Kim 
(Fem.)

Jeongmin Choi
(Fem.)

Kyu Shik Kim

Taehee Kim 
(Fem.)

Jeong Bin 
Moon

Kyung Hwan
Min

Seungmin Lee 
(Fem.)

Seong Moon 
Cho

Outside 
Director

Chang Hwan 
LeeNon-

executive 
director Yoon Joong

Jang

SM Entertainment’s CFO

SM Entertainment’s
Head of Marketing Center

SM Entertainment’s Head of 
Global Business Center

President of Korean 
Governance Forum

Attorney at Pyeongsan Law 
firm (Specialized in Taxation)

Professor at Korea University
(Specialized in ESG)

Blocore’s Partner

Partner Attorney at Peter & 
Kim (Specialized in IP)

Chartmetric’s CEO

ALIGN Partners’s CEO

Vice-president of Kakao
Entertainment 

(Global Strategy team)

SM’s director nominees have the skill sets 
required for the implementation of SM 3.0

LegalGlobal
Finance/

M&A
Tech

/Platform 
K-Pop GovernanceManagement

Accounting/ 

Taxation

Global 
Expansion 

Investment 
Strategy

IP
Business 

Development

IP 
Production

Advanced capital allocation and shareholder return

18



LegalGlobal
Finance/

M&A
K-Pop GovernanceMgmt.

Accounting/ 

Taxation

Global 
expansion

Investment 
strategy

IP
Monetization

IP 
Production

Advanced capital allocation 
and shareholder return

Inside 

Directors

Jae Sang Lee

Jin Soo Jeong

Jin Hwa Lee

Nam Kyu 

Kang

Soon Man 

Hong

Dae Woong

Lim

Outside

Directors

Byeong Moo 

Park
Non-executive 

director

Kyu Dam 

Choi

CEO of HYBE America

HYBE’s CLO

HYBE’s head of mgmt. 

strategy team

Gaon Law firm’s 

Rep. Attorney

Professor at Admin. Dep. 

from Yonsei University

BNZ Partners CEO

VIG Partners 

Representative Partner

NCSOFT’s Director
Non-standing 

auditor

However, HYBE’s nominees lack expertise in IP production, technology/platform and 
governance, which are keys to achieve SM 3.0

Tech/

Platform

None None

19

Conflict of interest will be inevitable due to 

nominees from SM's competitor, HYBE

※ Jae Sang Lee and Jin Hwa Lee were CSO and head 

of mgmt. strategy team of Big Hit Entertainment at the 

time NPS oppose to Big Hit's Split-off

Inside 
Director



3. Risk of Damage to SM Shareholder Value 
Should HYBE’s Agendas Pass



HYBE regards SM as a mere label and does not have a clear growth plan due to 
lack of motivation for 'SM value' increase 

compared to labels 100% ownership
Unclear Growth Plan from SM 

Shareholders’ Point of View

During the 2022 HYBE Earnings Report Conference Call on Feb 21, CEO of 

HYBE Park Ji Won stressed, “We do not believe the acquisition of SM is a 

hostile takeover. We had consent from the largest shareholder and we do not 

intend to be hostile to the management of SM Entertainment by any means.  "

CEO Park remarked, “The acquisition will generate synergy between the two 

companies. Based on the success HYBE has been able to achieve in the 

North American market with BTS and the local network established through 

Ithaca Holdings, it could help SM Entertainment artists enter the North 

American market and SM Entertainment on the other hand, can help HYBE

artists in China and SEA.

He also mentioned, “SM 3.0 that SM recently announced is a strategy 

centered on multi-label and platform and ‘one-source, multi-use’ of IP; which

HYBE adopted long time ago.

Contents regarding SM Acquisition during 

2022 HYBE Earnings Report Conference Call
(Feb 21, 2023)

Even in the recently released "SM's Growth Direction and Shareholder Return Policy" video, 

HYBE only repeats contents from SM's previous announcements, unable to present clear 

implementation strategies

✓ No mentions of detailed synergy generation plan for long-

term growth other than support of SM artists in their 

overseas activities

✓ Becoming ‘one of the many labels’ under SM’s multi-

label system is completely different from establishing a 

Multi-Production/Multi-label system within SM

✓ SM 3.0 Multi Production/Multi-label system is different 

from HYBE’s “M&A-based” label expansion

✓ Weverse, which HYBE refers to as their platform, is 

highly reliant on  'Fan → IP unidirectional 

communication’ and cannot be viewed as a sustainable 

platform due to low interaction among platform users

21
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SM co-CEO and Executives

statement

(25 top position holders of 

Center head position & above)

- We stand against all hostile M&As 

from outside, including HYBE

- SM stands against handing the 

company over to a certain 

shareholder/force. We will do our best 

to establish a sound and transparent 

governance structure and protect the 

rights of our shareholders.

- …

-Feb 10, 2023

SM Executives statement

SM executives and employees are against HYBE acquisition.  Competitiveness will 
be undermined following exodus of key talent

SM employee group statement

(208 employees with position 

lower than unit leader)

1. We shall protect the cultural diversity of 

KPOP and the unique identity of SM. 

SM’s culture cannot be subject to 

HYBE’s capital.

2. …

3. We  stand against HYBE’s hostile M&A 

and illegal entry to the BOD. We will 

fight against HYBE’s attempt to take 

over SM 

- Feb 17, 2023

SMemployee blind vote

85%
(259 participants )

Based on the voting by SM 

employees via Blind1, 85% of 

employees oppose a hostile 

takeover by HYBE

SMemployee statement

1. Blind is an anonymous community app for the workplace
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Monopoly risk is unavoidable in SM – HYBE combined, and HYBE's intentional 
avoidance of FTC evaluation damages SM's future value

66% 70%

89% 64%

Market share of SM + HYBE Combined1

2/10  
Simultaneous announcement of 
14.8% share acquisition (Feb.9) 
and tender offer

3/6 
Expected payment date 
for tender offer

4/5 
Expected deadline for 
merger filing

Avoided merger filing standard 

15% through grant of put option 

for additional shares other than 

14.8%
Monopoly in M/S

Monopoly in 

concert sales

Monopoly in 

number of artists

1. Domestic entertainment companies with market cap of over 10 Bn Won, domestic and overseas sales combined (‘Accumulated as of Q3. ‘22)

HYBE intentionally evaded FTC review even though share 
acquisition and tender offer were planned at the same time

Avoided merger filing before the 

general meeting of shareholders 

(Deadline for merger filing is 

30 days after reaching the 15% 

standard)

SM's value will be undermined in the process of FTC review

Conditional 
Approval

Review delay

Risk of SM business downsizing to comply with FTC's conditions

※ If label/IP divestiture is necessary, high likely to sell SM IP

Delay in growth business implementation amid continued 

uncertainty

Rejection
High probability of stock price plunge following massive resell of 

shares

Based on rev. in the Korean 

Entertainment industry

Based on 

album/music sales

Based on 

concert revenue

Based on the # of artists 

with Top 100 album sales

Monopoly in 

album/music sales



HYBE

SM

15~40%

Governance Structure after Hostile M&A Possible Scenarios (Example)

Considering that HYBE is the largest competitor of SM in the industry, if HYBE takes control of SM board through a hostile M&A, it 

is highly likely that SM shareholders’ value will be a damaged as conflict of interest between HYBE and SM shareholders will be 

unavoidable. HYBE management has the responsibility to maximize value for HYBE and HYBE shareholders

Labels under 

HYBE
Shift of business 

and profit 

generation 

opportunities

100%

High likelihood of conflict of interest between HYBE and
SM shareholders if HYBE takes control of SM boards

Artist and 

Album Release

Fan Platform 

and Commerce

New Business

Number of new releases from two companies exceed 

the annual maximum number (100 times a year) of 

releases→ SM artists may become low priority

If SM joins Weverse, it might end up abandoning its own 

platform business, which will lead to decrease in 

corporate value and loss of business opportunity

SM might lose opportunity to enter new businesses 

necessary for the SM 3.0 strategy

→ High likelihood of priority allocation on subsidiaries 

where HYBE has 100% ownership

24

Competitor becomes parent company and 

exercises mgmt. rights; conflict of interest 

will be unavoidable if board of directors is 

composed of ex-HYBE mgmt
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Numerous global cases where M&A by a competitor in the same industry caused 
monopoly and conflict of interest leading to damage of shareholder value

Continued monopoly regulatory risks after acquisition
Loss of independence and corporate value following 

acquisition by competitor

(Game developers closed after acquisition)

+

After acquiring competitors, Electronic Arts undermined the 

independence and value of acquired companies e.g. 

replacement of key executives, studio closures 

- American game developer/distributor founded in 1982

- Expanded its game portfolio through an aggressive M&A 

strategy, achieving No. 2 M/S in North America

- After acquiring competitor game companies, multiple 

studios closed following a series of conflicts e.g. attrition 

of key developers, replacement of management

o In the process, deteriorated quality of acquired 

company’s games and dissatisfaction in the fandom led 

to lower revenue

Facebook exposed to continuous regulatory risks including 

antitrust lawsuits after acquiring Instagram/WhatsApp

- Facebook acquired Instagram in 2012 and WhatsApp in 

2014 achieving a monopoly position in the personal 

social networking service market

- The US FTC filed two antitrust lawsuits against Facebook 

in 2020 and 2022

- Regulatory risks during the trial process e.g. forced sale 

of core biz, resulted in significant share price fluctuations

Note: Platform MAUs are based on the “The Social Media Universe” published by Visual Capitalist in 2022

(2.9B MAUs) (2B MAUs)

Acquired in '12

(1.2B MAUs)

Acquired in '14

+

The US FTC, which approved the acquisition, filed an 

antitrust lawsuit

→Regulatory risks remain after approval of acquisition

+



Soo-Man Lee
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HYBE purchased DM/BM stakes from Soo-Man Lee and announced its plan to sell 
those stakes to SM, which is an unfair way of paying the management right 

premium with SM’s money

HYBE’s purchase of DM/BM stakes from Soo-Man Lee and plan to dispose of the stakes to SM

SM

Dream Maker
SM Brand 

Marketing

Total 42.31%

(Soo-Man Lee 38.01%

+ Soo-Man Lee’s children

4.3%)

Total 24.14%

(Soo-Man Lee 11%

+ Soo-Man Lee’s children

13.14%)

“Premium for mgmt. 

rights”

HYBE’s selling of Soo-Man Lee’s stake in the affiliated companies at KRW 70B via share purchase agreement with Soo-

Man Lee back to SM, is virtually paying premium for mgmt. rights to Soo-Man Lee with SM’s money

“Fair price”

Soo-Man Lee’s 

stakes (set to be 

sold)

HYBE

HYBE acquired DM/BM stakes held by Soo-Man Lee and affiliated persons

at KRW ~70B, but announced that it will sell those stakes to SM at ‘fair price’

Soo-Man Lee’s 

stakes

Reference: 2023.03.02. Sedaily “HYBE gave additional 700B to Soo-Man Lee ∙ ∙ ∙ alleged unfair way of paying the mgmt. right premium



Soo-Man Lee’s nominees, (Jae sang Lee, Jin Hwa Lee) had carried out split-off of HYBE’s core business(“Big Hit Music”) which was objected by NPS 

while they served as executives and key positions of HYBE

Positions of these nominees at HYBE in 2021

Jae Sang 
Lee

CSO

Jin Hwa 
Lee

Head of 
Biz Planning division

Nominee from Soo-man Lee for Inside 

Director in 2023

Nominee from Soo-man Lee for Inside 

Director in 2023

Fluctuation of stock price after Split-off of “Big Hit Music”

3/25 4/9 4/24 5/9

KRW 276,000

KRW 248,500

4/27 Notice for Convocation of 

Extraordinary Shareholders’ 

Meeting

5/14 Split-off was 

approved in 

Shareholders’ Meeting

4/1 Disclose the Split-

off Big Hit Music

KRW 235,500

Big Hit Music
(Split-off Subsidiary)

HYBE’s Album Sales business, Artist 
Management, Concert, License 

Business etc.

Management Support, Real Estate
Rental Service etc.

Some predicted that HYBE will 

finance outside capital using Big 

Hit Music or go for an IPO of Big 

Hit Music

HYBE

Artist Management

Album Sales

HYBE360 HYBEIP

100% 100%

HYBE

Split-off

Agenda for split-off of Big Hit Music 

was approved in Extraordinary 

Shareholders’ Meeting (NPS opposed 

to this agenda)
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Inside director nominees recommended by HYBE 
involved in a deal which was objected by NPS



Directors and auditor nominees recommended by HYBE 
even have history of damaging shareholder value

Nexon NCSOFT

1) Dispute over 

management right

Changed the purpose 

holding 15% of shares 

from ’investment only’ to 

‘management 

participation’

2) Mutual Equity Investment

Mutual Equity Investment for 

defending management right

Netmarble

Games

Netmarble Games, 

acquired1.95 Mn 

Treasury Stock from 

NCSOFT (8.9%)

200K per share 

market price

NCSOFT, acquired 

29,214 common shares 

from Netmarble Games

(9.8%)

13Mn Won per share, 

1.8x of investment in 

Tencent

Sold NCSOFT treasury stock to 

Netmarble Games, purchased 

Netmarble Games shares at a high 

price and damaged shareholder value 

to defend management right

Title/Role of nominees of NCSOFT in 2015
(Jin Soo Jeong, Byeong Moo Park, Kyu Dam Choi)

Jin Soo 

Jeong

Chief Operation 

Officer (COO)

Byeong

Moo Park

Non-exec. Director

(Mgmt. Advisor)

Kyu Dam 

Choi

Head of Financial 

Strategy

Nominee for SM Inside Director for ‘23

(Recommended by Lee Soo Man)

Nominee for SM Non-exe. Director for ‘23

(Recommended by Lee Soo Man)

Nominee for SM Non-exec. Auditor for ’23

(Recommended by Lee Soo Man)

Share Price before and after NCSOFT-Netmarble Games 

Mutual Equity Investment

1/2/15 1/12/151/20/151/28/15 2/5/15 2/13/152/26/15 3/6/15 3/16/153/24/15

180,500Won

218,500Won

189,500Won

1/27
Nexon, 

changes purpose of 
holding shares

2/11
Declined Nexon’srequest 

for share buy-back

2/17
Disclosure of mutual 
equity investment

3/27
End of Dispute

172,500Won
-13% plunge in a week

28



Appendix 1: FAQ



FAQ

- Immediate 6%+ increase in profit through the resolution of problems of SM 2.0

(Termination of Like Agency contract, full internalization of functions outsourced to SM Brand Marketing/ Dream Maker)

- Higher production cost efficiency based on the Multi Production Center/Label System (Target OP margin of ~30% was 

verified to be achievable according to the peer cases in the industry)

- Average settlement to artists lowered by increased newly debuted artists and mature artists’ label independence

- Higher share of digital music and secondary IP biz with low cost ratio (Digital music does not incur additional cost other than 

initial production cost, and the secondary IP biz has a cost structure of 25-50% of the primary IP business)

1. What are the grounds for achieving an OP margin of 35% by '25?

- (Industry common) The efficiency of a multi-production system has been proven to be higher than a single production 

system through peer cases in the industry

- (SM's strength) Internalization of music publishing for “stable supply of songs” to the multi-production system

- (SM's strength) Support for independent labels of the artists who have their own outstanding music style

→ Through this, mature artists can have a higher share in settlement amount, enabling a long-term win-win relationship 

between the company and artists

2. What are the grounds for the success of SM's Multi Production Center/ Label System?

30



FAQ

- The current management expressed their intention to resign, taking responsibility for not properly preventing Soo-Man Lee's 

unfair profit-taking

- SM 3.0 is the best strategy to maximize shareholder value, representing a thorough self-reflection of all SM employees

- HYBE's hostile M&A attempt ignores such efforts of SM executives and employees. The competition over the general 

shareholders’ meeting is based on the belief that the meeting is ‘SM's last chance to remain as SM’ rather than simply 

defending mgmt. rights

4. Will the current management continue the competition for more voting rights?

31

- SM plans to manage separate P&L for each multi-production center/ label, and maximize results by establishing a 

compensation system linked to performance

- Min. 50% of executive compensation will be linked to the target of SM 3.0, enabling "Full responsible management" based on 

strong meritocracy  

3. Does the SM 3.0's operation plan really help business results?



Appendix 2: SM’s stance on HYBE’s shareholder 
proposal



Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders

✓ Link the executive compensation to stock 

price of KRW 140,000 or net profit of KRW 

150 billion

✓ HYBE's tender offer price KRW 120,000 is the current corporate value of SM 

determined by HYBE, and the share price has been formed at KRW 120,000-130,000

✓ Ref. price KRW 140,000 shows HYBE is not interested in share price growth

o The low share price presented by HYBE is interpreted as an intention to lower the 

share price as much as possible to acquire additional shares through a 

comprehensive stock exchange in the future

✓ The share price linked to the compensation proposed by SM with the target price 

KRW 360,000 for '25, shows SM mgmt. nominees’ will do increase corporate value

Stance of SM

Target Corporate Value

✓ This shareholder proposal is made by 

"HYBE", not by the individual Soo-Man Lee

✓ The shareholder proposal for the shareholders' meeting was delivered in the name 

of Soo-Man Lee, so it is a proposal of “Soo-Man Lee” rather than that of “HYBE”

o HYBE is not eligible to submit a shareholder proposal to the SM shareholders' 

meeting because it did not hold SM shares at the time of proposal and Lee Soo 

Man did not entrust his shares

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

✓ Not able to consider SM's business 

capabilities and competitive situations 

from an internal perspective of SM

✓ HYBE is admitting it has imperfect understanding of SM and SM 3.0, proving they 

conducted a “big deal” worth KRW 1 trillion hastily without due diligence

✓ '21.March, the Korean National Pension Service opposed the Korean Air's director 

nominee for neglecting its duty to monitor shareholder rights violations, such as 

failure to carry out due diligence in the acquisition process of Asiana and concerns 

over contractual disadvantages.
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✓ Two growth strategy directions are 

proposed: ‘growth as an independent SM 

entity’ and ‘growth with HYBE’

✓ The ‘growth as an independent SM entity’ that HYBE talks about is a mere repeat 

of the strategy announced by SM through SM 3.0, which means that HYBE is not 

genuinely interested in ‘growth as an independent SM entity’

✓ HYBE will acquire majority shareholder's 

stake in SM and affiliated entities 

together to prevent profit outflow to the 

major shareholder, and plans to sell 

HYBE's stake in affiliated entities to SM at 

a fair value (acquiring price of KRW 70bn)

✓ Acquiring stake in SM Brand Marketing and Dream Maker, which were created 

through internal transactions with SM, at KRW 70 billion, is to give Soo-Man Lee 

a separate premium

✓ Selling the stake acquired at KRW 70 billion back to SM is equal to a situation 

where SM is giving Soo-Man Lee the premium, a plan which may inflict a 

tremendous damage to SM shareholder value

✓ Purchase the shares of the major 

shareholder and then conduct a tender 

offer for the purpose of friendly 

acquisition of management rights

✓ SM is not a company in which the majority shareholder holds management 

rights; acquiring Soo-Man Lee’s stakes and launching a tender offer despite 

objection of the board and employee is undoubtfully a “hostile takeover” 

✓ HYBE should halt its attempt to change the definition of “hostile takeover”

Stance of SM

Growth Direction

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders
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✓ HYBE’s direction for SM business 

operation is similar to the case of LVMH's 

acquisition of Bvlgari

✓ While SM and HYBE are competitors in the entertainment industry, LVMH is a 

luxury consumer goods company, and Bvlgari is a jewelry company, allowing 

them to create synergies and grow together with different business portfolios

✓ Unlike HYBE, which aimed to acquire 40% of SM shares through tender offer, 

LVMH aimed 100% of Bvlgari shares and acquired 98.09% through tender offer

✓ Therefore, LVMH aligned interests between LVMH and Bvlagri, while HYBE

targets to acquire minimum shares to influence on board configuration, resulting 

in a conflict of interest for the major shareholder

✓ Exodus of key talent is highly likely as SM executives and employees are against 

HYBE acquisition, but LVMH kept same creative director after acquisition, 

protecting Bvlgari's brand identity

✓ Similar to Hyundai Motor Company’s 

acquisition of Kia Motors

✓ Kia Motors voluntarily pursued M&A as part of the corporate rehabilitation 

process, so it is different from the current SM situation

✓ While KFTC acknowledged an exception to monopoly in consideration of Kia 

Motors’ circumstances, HYBE's acquisition of SM causes monopoly in the K-Pop 

market, resulting in adverse effects on the SM business following KFTC's review

Stance of SMArguments/Messages by HYBE

Growth Direction

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders



Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders
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✓ Maintaining the existing management 

within the Multi Production Center/ Label 

System is virtually another single producer 

system

✓ CEO Sung-Soo Lee is to take responsibility of publishing/label investment and 

related business and Multi Production Center is entirely independent; interpreting 

this as a return to the single producer system shows a lack of understanding of the 

multi-production system

✓ While HYBE promises to guarantee SM's independence, it contradicts itself by 

attempting to exclude key personnel required to maintain SM's identity

Stance of SM

✓ While the introduction of the Multi 

Production Center/ Label System will 

inevitably result in quality decline, it is 

possible to form a large-scale fandom and 

strengthen communication through HYBE

✓ The key to SM 3.0's Multi Production Center/ Label System is to shorten the release 

cycle by removing the bottleneck in the single producer system, and it has nothing 

to do with quality decline

✓ Also, SM already has ~160 talent pool within the Multi Production Centers

✓ SM has already formed the largest artist fandom among Korean entertainment 

companies, and plans to proceed with monetization through SM 3.0 strategies

✓ On Feb. 24th, SM announced its strategy to strengthen communication with the 

fandom via the video “SM 3.0 era, fans ask and SM answers”

SM 3.0 Strategy

Arguments/Messages by HYBE
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✓ SM's direct entry option into the American 

market has limitations for short-term 

growth (Takes minimum one year to build a 

local network)

✓ SM already holds major networks within Americas including Capitol Records, 

Warner Music, CAA, etc.

✓ SM's change from a single producer centered system in SM 2.0 to a multi producing 

system in SM 3.0 diversifies music options to propose to major labels in Americas 

for future cooperation, leading to possible addition to SM's network 

Stance of SM

✓ When investing in a new business, 

partnership with specific counterparties 

should not be restricted

✓ SM has not announced any plan to focus on cooperation with specific partners for 

individual investment areas, and this seems to be a misinterpretation of even the 

publicly disclosed information about SM 3.0

✓ Music catalog (remix, collaboration, etc.)

✓ Select and apply secondary IP business 

customized to artists’ characteristics and 

fandom needs

✓ The music catalog business HYBE claims is one of the general digital music 

monetization strategies; SM is already successfully carrying out related projects e.g. 

‘Remastering Project’

✓ The secondary IP business is also similar to the IP monetization strategy announced 

in SM 3.0; SM's secondary IP business already started 2 years ago and has grown at 

an average annual rate of 44%, achieving annual revenue of KRW 120 billion

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders

SM 3.0 Strategy
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Stance of SM

✓ SM is presenting an unverified biz target 

assuming a rapid short-term growth, and 

OP margin of 28% is difficult to achieve 

even for large entertainment companies

✓ SM achieved an OP margin of 19% in '22, and OP margin of 25% is already 

achievable by removing Like Agency royalties (JYP has also achieved an OP margin 

30%)

✓ The proposal clearly shows a hostile M&A attempt without “due diligence” on SM 

capabilities

o The constraints on short-term OP margin improvement claimed by HYBE are 

already reflected in the SM business plan, and the business target for '25 also 

reflects them

✓ The combined market cap of HYBE and SM 

is about KRW 10 trillion, a level that can 

compete with major global music groups

✓ Top-line competition based on market capitalization is meaningless 

✓ There was no mention of monopoly issues in the domestic entertainment market 

caused by the merger of the two companies

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders

SM 3.0 Strategy
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Stance of SM

✓ SM's shareholder return policy of dividend 

payout ratio of 30% of net profit for the next 

three years as requires improvement on 

sustainability and predictability

✓ The shareholder return proposed by HYBE is KRW 180 billion between '23-’25, where 

KRW 500 billion suggested by SM during the same period outpaces what HYBE 

suggested

✓ SM announced new capital allocation plan based on target leverage ratio to attain a 

goal to invest heavily for SM 3.0 growth, increase shareholder value and enlarge 

shareholder return at the same time

✓ HYBE made no shareholder return under major shareholder-centered governance

✓ Dividend policy is not clearly predictable 

based on SM's net income and dividend per 

share for the five years prior to '22; recent 

buyback has damaged shareholder value

✓ It is absurd to argue that SM’s dividend policy is inconsistent citing the past period 

under Soo-Man Lee’s control, and SM has already publicly pledged to announce SM 

3.0 strategy and shareholder return policy via digital disclosure

✓ Following the pledge, SM proposed dividend of KRW 1,200 per share in ’22. Capital 

deployed for recently announced shares buyback is secured from proceeds 

following the termination of Like Agency Contract Annex 2, which was already 

included in SM’s new shareholder return policy, and this is an example of efforts to 

consistently enhance shareholder value

Shareholder Return

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders
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Stance of SM

✓ Annex 2 of the production contract 

between SM and Like Agency, “Agreement 

on Settlement after Contract Termination,” 

was introduced by the current management 

team

✓ Annex 2 of the production contract between SM and Like Agency, “Agreement on 

Settlement after Contract Termination,” was introduced by the board of directors in '15, 

not by the current management team

✓ The early termination announced at '22E includes the entire Annex; the relevant content 

was disclosed on Feb. 9th as a step of making request to Soo-Man Lee, the counterparty

✓ The current management is the first board in the history of Korea’s capital market to 

recognize and resist the issue under a strict owner system, resulting in early contract 

termination and voluntary board independence

✓ The appointment of Jung-min Choi, current 

head of SM Global Business Center, was 

rejected at last year's shareholder meeting

✓ Jung-Min Choi, a nominee for inside director, voluntarily resigned from the nominee 

rather than being rejected at the previous year's shareholders' meeting, and obtained 

unanimous approval from the voting rights advisory body in '22

✓ SM included current CEO Sung-Soo Lee in 

the outside director nomination committee, 

making its trustworthiness questionable

✓ The committee consists of CEO Lee Sung-soo and two outside members, and requires 

majority consent, so CEO Lee Sung-soo alone cannot confirm the nominee

✓ In particular, Prof. Myeong-Hyeon Cho (professor at Korea Univ., corporate governance 

expert) and Prof. Nam-Uh Rhee (visiting professor at Yonsei Univ., recommended by 

minority shareholder Align Partners), who are included as external members and are not 

related to CEO Sung-Soo Lee, are objective and independent experts

Board Composition

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders



Stance of SM

✓ When HYBE proposed 7 director nominees, 

SM proposed 11 nominees bearing in mind 

a vote competition

✓ SM proposes 11 nominees for the purpose of ensuring board expertise and independence, not 

vote competition:

o Expertise: To gain all the capabilities to implement SM 3.0

o Independence: Outside directors account for the majority in SM proposal, while in-house/non-

executive directors account for the majority in HYBE proposal

✓ If HYBE, the largest competitor of SM competing for 1st or 2nd place in the industry appoints a 

director, it may cause a serious conflict of interest and leakage of secrets

✓ HYBE should clearly address the problem of structural conflict of interest between HYBE and SM 

shareholders

✓ Board nominees recommended by HYBE 

have expertise and credibility in multiple 

areas

✓ HYBE's arbitrary interpretation of the expertise of board nominees

o E.g. It indicates that the Chief Legal Officer has expertise across management 

strategy, business operation, IT/platform, M&A investment, and PMI

✓ 3 nominees recommended HYBE (Jin-Soo Jung, Byung-Moo Park, and Kyu-Dam 

Choi) served together as registered/unregistered executives and a key position at 

NC SOFT: serious independence issues exist between Jin-Soo Jung, Byung-moo 

Park, and non-executive auditor nominee Kyu-Dam Choi

✓ The three also have a history of serious shareholder value damage through mutual 

stock exchange at NC SOFT in the past.

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders

Board Composition

41
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Stance of SM

✓ Inside director nominees proposed by 

HYBE have a high understanding of the SM 

3.0 strategy

✓ The core of SM 3.0 strategy are "multi production center" based on SM's internal 

capabilities/know-how from 20-year-old entertainment business, and "multi label" to 

be run by SM's capable internal artists. However, there is no single person who has 

IP producing experience in the list of HYBE's inside director nominees.

✓ Most of Hive's multi-labels are built through external M&A rather than self-cultivation, 

which is completely different from SM's multi-production center/label strategy.

✓ Expertise and credibility issues of the SM 

board, outside director, and other non-

executive director nominees

✓ Contrary to HYBE's interpretation of its nominees, it belittles the expertise of SM 

nominees for the board of directors  

Arguments/Messages by HYBE

Shareholder proposal by HYBE implies “SM for HYBE” for HYBE
shareholders, not “SM with HYBE” for SM shareholders

Board Composition



Questions HYBE must answer to SM shareholders

1. Why did HYBE avoid KFTC's preliminary review by separately proceeding with the acquisition of the 

majority shareholder's stake and the tender offer? And how will HYBE deal with the risks associated 

with the KFTC review in the future?

2. What is the reason for conducting a “big deal” worth KRW 1 trillion hastily without any due diligence?

4. HYBE acquired Lee Soo-man's stakes in SM Brand Marketing and Dream maker, that has survived 

through internal transactions with SM, for 70 billion won and tries to resell them to SM. Doesn't it mean 

that HYBE will pay unreasonable management premium promised to Lee Soo-man with SM money? 

5. Why did HYBE decide to pay KRW 10 billion of the company's money to one individual without even 

knowing the reality of Soo-Man Lee's ‘tree planting’ campaign?

3. In addition to the declarative claim that it will help SM enter the U.S. market, what growth strategies 

did HYBE plan in preparing for SM acquisition? Or isn't there any plan at all?
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We sincerely ask you to vote yes to SM’s nominees with concrete 

plans and strategies to protect and develop SM shareholder value, 

and vote no to HYBE’s nominees trying to attempt a hostile M&A 

and bearing structural conflict of interest issues



Thank you
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